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1. INTRODUCTION, NOTATION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let RN denote the IY-dimensional Euclidean space with the usual norm. Let I be 
a compact nonempty interval in Rx. The following notation will be used: 
Ck(I) will denote the space of the functions which are fc-times continuously dif-
ferentiable on / (at the end-points of the interval J we mean of course the one-sided 
derivatives). For the sake of simplicity we use the notation C°(l) = C(l). 
LX(I) will denote the space of all measurable functions u such that |w| is integrable 
in the sense of Lebesgue, with the usual norm 
\\u\\=j\u(t)\dt. 
Definition. Let p e Lt(l) and let g be a continuous real-valued function defined 
on the whole real line Rv A function x e C
l(l) is said to be a solution in the sense 
of Caratheodory of the equation 
(1.1) x"(t) + g(x(t)) = p(t) 
on the interval J if for any a, t el it holds 
(1.2) x(t) = x(a) + (t - a) x'(a) + f(t - s) (p(s) - g(x(s))) ds 
or equivalently 
(1.2') x(t) - x(a) + (t-a) x'(a) + J* ( (\p(s) - g(x(s)) ds\ d t . 
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It is easy to see that x is a solution of (1.1) in the sense of Caratheodory if and only 
if x' is absolutely continuous and satisfies; the equation (l.l) for almost all teL 
Analogously, if p e C(l) then for the solution x of (1.1) in the sense of Caratheodory 
we immediately obtain x e C2(I) and in this case the function x satisfies the equation 
(1.1) at any point of the interval I. 
For our convenience put J = <0, 1>. 
This paper contains the following results: 
Theorem 1. Let a, b, c9 d be real numbers and let g be a continuous real-valued 
function defined on Rt and such that 
(1.3) lim ?& = +oo. 
141-00 £ 
Then the boundary value problem 
(1.4) *"(0+ *(*(')) = XO > teJ> 
ax(0) + bx'(0) = 0, cx(l) + dx'(\) = 0 
has for each p e Li(J) infinite number of distinct solutions in the sense of Ca-
ratheodory. 
Corollary 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 the boundary value problem 
(1.4) has for each p e C(J) infinite number of distinct solutions. 
Theorem 2. Let the function g satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1. Then for 
any right hand side p e Li(J) the periodic problem 
(1.5) At) + g(x(t)) = p(t), 
x(0) = x(l) , x'(0) = x'(l) 
has at least one solution in the sense of Caratheodory. 
Corollary 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 the periodic problem (1.5) 
has at least one solution for each p e C(J). 
At first the authors believed the result obtained in Theorem 1 to be new. After the 
preliminary communication (see [6]) was published STEFAN SCHWABIK informed us 
that the same result has been obtained by H. EHRMANN (see [4]), who used also 
essentially the same method of proof. Since the proof of Theorem 2 requires the 
same auxiliary lemmas we present here also Theorem 1. By the authors' best know-
ledge the assertion of Theorem 2 has not been published until now under such general 
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assumptions. Several authors considered the case of a special right hand side (see 
e.g. [2]) or introduced some additional assumptions (see e.g. [5], [7], [8]). For 
instance, in [7] it is proved that the equation (1.1) with g{£) -= 2^3 has a periodic 
solution with the "period 1 provided the function p satisfies the following conditions: 
p is even on Ru 
/>', p" are continuous on Rl9 
phas the period 1. 
j , j > ( . ) d . = o . 
Note that the proofs of Corollaries can be obtained immediately from Theorems 
by applying the remark following Definition and thus they are omitted. The proofs 
of Theorems are based on the shooting method. Moreover, in the proof of Theorem 2 
we use a certain fixed point theorem (see Lemma 9) the proof of which follows from 
the properties of Brouwer's topological degree of mapping (see e.g. [1]). 
The authors are very much indebted to STEFAN SCHWABIK for his advice, comments, 
bibliography and terminology remarks. 
2. AUXILIARY LEMMAS 
Let g be a function satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1. For h e (0, 1> and 
4eRi define 




Obviously the functions gh satisfy on Rx locally the Lipschitz condition. Moreover, 
it is easy to see that there exist nonnegative functions yi, ?2 on Rt and positive 
numbers £0> w such that 
for all |{| > So and /ie(0,l>, 
7l(0 ś - ѓ 72fô 
lim y^) = + oo , 
7 l ( { ) S l for | { | ž í o 
and 
M«)l ^ m 
for | ( | á č o and he(0,1>. 
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Denote by M = M(yu li* £o> m) the set of all functions / defined on Rt and 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) / i s locally lipschitzian on Rx; 
(ii) 7i(0 S/(€)/C ^ 72(0 for |f| > €0; 
(iii) |/({)| = m for |(| £ {0. 
We shall consider the family of ordinary differential equations of the first order 
(-•-)/., v'(t) = h(t,v(t)), 
where 
»(<) = [*(<)> H O ] > 
h(t>v(t)) = [y(t),p(t)-f(x(t))], 
feM, peL^J). 
In accordance with the definition of a solution in the sense of Caratheodory of 
the equation (1.1) on the interval / c Rl we define that a continuous vector valued 
function vfp(i) = [XftP(i), „V/.J>(0] is
 a solution of (2.2)/>p in the sense of Caratheodo-
ry on I if for arbitrary a, t el it holds 
xf,p( P(<) = xf,p(a) + \yf,Ás)ds> 
yf.Á*) = yfÁa) + \ (Ks) - / ( * / » ) ) ds 
For ^ 6 ^ ! and feM denote 
(2-3) G / (^)=£/(s )d5. 
Lemma 1. Lef t;/p = [xfp, y/>p] fee a solution of (2.2)^p (in fAe sense of Cara-
theodory) on the interval I c J. Then for any a,tel it holds 
(2.4) ^,p(0 + 2Gf(xftP(t)) -= j £ » + 2Gf(xftP(a)) + 
+ 2h>(s)>>/,/7(s)ds. 
(The proof is trivial.) 
Lemma 2. Lef Gj. be a function defined by (2.3). Then there exists a constant 
k ^ 0 swcft that the inequality 
(2.5) G/{) * | - fc 
holds for each £ el?, and feM. 
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Moreover, for £eRt it is 
rtfl 
(2.6) ^ \GAt)\ S mZ0 + \t\\ y2(s)ds. 
J*o 
Proof. It follows from the definition of the set M that f(s) ̂  s for |s| "̂  %0 and 
feM. Hence for |f| = £0 we have 
G/(0 = /(») ds = /(•) d5 + f(s) ds £ i - - ^ + /( s) ds 
Jo Jo J^osgn? 2 2 J 0 
which implies (2.5) with 
k = І° + m- 0 
2 
The proof of the other part of the assertion is analogous. 
Under the assumption (i) in the definition of the set M there exists for an arbitrary 
initial value u eR2 a unique solution vfpu(t) (in the sense of Caratheodory) of the 
equation (2.2)feMtP satisfying vfPfU(0) = u which is defined on the maximal interval 
JftP)U c: J with 0 e JffPfU (see e.g. [3, Chapter II]). For ue R2 and t e JffPfU put 
(2-7) r/,P(',«) = »/,P,«(0-
Lemma 3. Let p e Lt(j) and feM. Then the function VftP defined by the relation 
(2.7) is defined on J % R2 and is a continuous mapping from J x R2 into R2. 
Proof. First let us show that the mapping VftP is defined on J x R2 (i.e., JftPtU = 
= J for any u e R2, f e M and p e Lt(j)). To this end it is sufficient to prove an 
appropriate apriori estimate for weak solutions of the equation (2.2)/p. 
^ e t VJ,P = [X/,P> y/j>] b e a w e a ^ solution of (2.2)/>p on an interval I a J, 0 el, 
which satisfies the initial condition vfpu(0) = w = [ul9 w2]. In virtue of Lemma 1 
for any t el it holds 
(2.8) yj,p(t) + 2Gj(xftAt)) = u
2
2 + 2Gf(Ul) + 2 f p(s) y/» <is -
Let us denote 
(2.9) z/iP(.) = sup (1^,^)1; s e <0, f>} , < e 7. 
Then we obtain from (2.8) and from Lemma 2 • 
3>L(0 ^ («! + 2G/U,) + 2k) + 2zftP(t)(t'\p(s)\ds) 
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for t el. This implies by an elementary calculation the estimate 
(2-10) y}Jt) ^ z2>p(.) ^ 
g (1 - so)-1 («2 + 2Gf(Ul) + 2k) + «o(l - fio)-
1 ( f'|Ks)l dsY 
for t e I and e0 e (0,1). 
From (2.8), (2.10) and from Lemma 2 one can easily obtain also the estimate 
(2.11) xj,p(t)S 
S (1 + (1 - £0)
_1)("2 + 2Gf(Ul) + 2k) + (1 + fl^*(1 - fio)"
1)^'^)! d s Y-
It follows from (2.10), (2.H) and [3, Chapter II] that the mapping VftP is defined 
on J x R2. Continuity of VSfP follows from the assumption (i) in the definition of the 
set M. 
Now let us denote (for fe M and p e L^J)) by dSp a function defined on R2 by 
(2.12) df>p(u)=mf{\VffP(t,u)\; t e J} . 
Then it holds 
Lemma 4. lim dStP(u) = +oo uniformly with respect to feM and p from any 
|u|-oo 
boudend subset of Lt(J), i.e., for any bounded set U c Lt(j) and arbitrary K > 0 
there exists T > 0 such that dJfP(u) > K for each \u\ :> T, fe M and peU. 
Proof. Let U = {peL^J); \\p\\ ^ c] and let vffP = [xs>p, yStP] be a weak solu-
tion of (2.2) /p on the interval J with vffP(0) = u = [wl9 u2]. Then from (2.8) we 
obtain 
(2.13) >>2>p(0 + 2 Gf(xf,p(t)) £ u\ + 2 G > a ) - 2 z/iP(t) j)p(s)\ ds 
for f e J, where the function z/>p is defined by (2.9). Let e0 e (0, 1) be fixed. Then 
from (2.10), (2.13) we have for any et > 0 and /e M 
(2.14) ^> p(0 + 2 G,(*/fP(0) = (1 " «i(- -
 eo)_1) («2 + 2 G/w.)) - K2 , 
where 
(2.15) X2 = 2 ̂ (1 - e0)
_1 k + (Mo *(l - e0)
_1 + er1) c2 . 
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Let ex > 0 be fixed and such that 
X . - (1 - 8.(1 - 8c)"1) > 0 . 
Further let us denote by df the function defined on R2 by 
5J([>> y]) = y2 + 2 Gr(x), [x, y] e tf 2 . 
The relation (2.14) implies 
(2.16) Sf(VftP(t, u)) £ Kt 5f(u) - K2 £ KlMJ + X-u* - K,fc - K2 
for w € Rl9 teJ9feM9 pe U. 
Suppose that there exist K > 0, U c LX(J) a bounded set, fn eM, pne U9 tn e J9 
un e R2 such that \un\ -» oo and 
dfn,PnM<\Vfn,Pn(tn,un)\<K. 
Since 8f is continuous on R2 we conclude that the sequence { /̂n(V/n,Pn(̂ »
 un))} -s 
bounded which is a contradiction with (2.16). 
Remark 1. Put 
^ / » = sup{|V/fP(f,u)|; teJ} 
for feM, peLX(J) and u eR2. Then from (2.10), (2.11) and Lemma 2 the following 
inequality immediately follows: 
\DftP(u)\
2 £ (1 + 2(1 - eo)-1 (u2 + 2m£0 + 2|Wl | f "' y2(s) ds + 2k\ + 
+ (l+2eo\l-e)^)(^y(s)\dsJ. 
As usual, denote for an arbitrary nonzero complex number zeC 
*** - { * ** - ; «-"-pj}. 
In the sequel we need thp following. 
Lemma 5. Let X be a topological space and let F be a continuous complex valued 
function defined on J x X satisfying F(t, u) 4= 0 for an arbitrary \t, u\e J x X. 
Then for any ueX there exists a continuous real valued function \//u on J such that 
il/u(t)eAvgF(t,u), teJ. 
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Moreover, for an arbitrary ueX the value 
V(u) = oB(l) - cô O) 
is independent of the choice of a continuous function cou on J with cou(t) e Arg F(t, u), 
t e J, and the mapping *F is continuous on X. 
Proof. The assertions of Lemma except possibly the continuity of the function W 
are well-known from the classical complex analysis. Now we shall prove the continuity 
of *¥. Let u0 e X be fixed and let a -= min {\F(t, u0)\; t e J}. Let e > 0 be arbitrary 
and choose rj e (0, a) such that 
2 arcsin - < e . 
a 
Then there exists a neighborhood U(u0, rj) c X of the point u0 such that |F(f, u) — 
— F(t, u0)\ < rj for each t e J and u e U(u0, rj) (this is true in virtue of the continuity 
of F and the compactness of J). For an arbitrary u e U(u0, tj) there exists a continuous 
function \l/u(t)e ArgF(t, u), te J such that 
(2.17) W 0 ) - ^ o ( 0 ) | < arcsin^, 
a 
where \}/UQ is an arbitrary continuous function on J such that ^„0(t) e Arg F(t, u0), 
t e J. We shall prove that 
W 0 - ^«o(0l < arcsin ~1 
a 
for each te J and u 6 U(u0, //). Suppose that there exist txe J and ux e U(u0,17) 
such that |^Ml(/i) — *A„o(*i)| =
 arcsin (r]ja). With respect to (2.17) there exists 
'o e (0,11) such that |^Ml('o) - ^«0('o)| =
 a r c s i n (f/tf) a n d t h n s 
K ^ w O - F ^ W o ) ! = 
= ||F(f0, u,)| - \F(t0, u0)\ exp(-#«o('o) - K(*o)))\ ^ 
^ \F(t0, u0)\ |sin (il/uo(t0) - ^Mi(r0)| ^ la ** n 
a 
which is a contradiction. So we have 
\¥(u) - V(u«)\ = |^(1) - ^(0) + ^rj l) - ^0(0)| < 2 arcsin 1 < e 
a 
for an arbitrary u € £/(u0, .7). 
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According to Lemma 4 there exists r0 > 0 such that |Vf>p(f, w)| = 1 for arbitrary 
t e J, |w| = r0,feM and ||p|| g q. Let us denote 
Xro = {ueR2; \u\ = r0} . 
It follows from Lemma 5 that for any fe M, p e L^J), ||p|| ^ q and w eXro there 
exists a continuous function <pftPtU on the interval J such that 
(2.18) V/tP(r, w) = \VftP(t, u)\ [cos cpftPtU(t)9 - sin <?v,p,tt(0] 
and the real valued function 
(-•19) * , » = ^ , , , (1 ) - 9/.,..(0) 
is continuous on Xro. 
Lemma 6. Let p e LX(J). Then 
lim ^/>p(w) = + oo 
|w|-+oo 
uniformly with respect tofeM. 
Proof. Let pn e C(J) be such a sequence that lim ||p„ — p|| = 0. Thus 
sup \Pn(s)\ ás = q 
n=1.2,... J 0 
< +00 
Let w G Kro and let <pftPntU be a continuous real valued function defined on J such 
that (2.18) holds. Then it is easy to see that <pftPntU is continuously differentiable on J 
and satisfies the differential equation 
(2.20) <*>},„n,„(0 = qftPn,u(t> <Pf.PnM - r}tPntU(i) Pn(t) cos <pftPntU(t) , 
where qftPntU(t, <p) = sin
2 <p + r^PntU(t)f(rftPntU(t) cos cp) cos <p and rftPntU(t) = 
= lF/>„('> u)l (hence rftPnU(t) = dy.pjw)), (* e J, <p e.J^). Further, let us denote by 
xffPntU the function defined by 
Kf.Pn.ufy) = inf {s_1/(s cos i/f) cos i/r; s = d/tPn(w)} . 
An easy calculation shows that also the function xftPntU is continuous. For dftPn(u) . 
. |cos i |̂ = £0 we have by the above 
*/.*.-(*) = yi(df,pn(
u) lcos ^1) c o s 2 <A • 
If dftPn(u) |cos ^| <; £0 then for s e (dftPn(u)9 cos ^ |
_ 1 £0> it holds \s~
xf(s cos ij/) . 
. cos \j/\ ^ m dj,pn(w), where m > 0 is a constant from the condition (iii) in the 
definition of the set M. Since for s ^ £0|cos ^J"
1 it is s'^s cos \j/) cos \J/ _ cos2 .̂ r = 




Thus we obtain the following relations: 
a) For df,Pn(u) (cos \j/\ <; £0 we have 
si*2 * + "f.PnM * 1 - e0 d ; i (u) - m djpn(u) ; 
b) For df,Pn(u) (cos \//\ ^ £0 we have 
sin2 ^ 4- xf,Pn,u(^) ^ 1 • 
In other words, there exist rt ^ r0 and c > 0 such that 
sin2 il/ + /̂>Pn,tt(iA) - c ^ c> 0 
for each |w| ^ rx, i// e Rlt feM and n = 1, 2 , . . . . Let us compare the differential 
equation (2.20) with the equation 
(2.21) rf,Pn,u(t) =
 sin2 ^ftPntU(t) + xf^f^M - c - d;i(u) |p„(0| 
with the initial condition ^f,PntU(0) == <Pf,Pn,j0)- An elementary comparison theorem 
from the theory of differential equations yields 
(2-22) cpf,PntU(l) - cpftPntU(0) i> ^,Pn,tt(l) - ^,p„,tt(0). 
However, from (2.21) we have the simple relation 
J+f.Pn,u(°) sin2 \// + xftPnfU(\l/) - c 
_ ! _ r djjjju) \PM dt 
Jo sin2 ^f,PntU(t) + Kf,pn.utyf,pn,u(t)) - c 
which implies 
< 2 - 2 3 ) i r " 1 "• . , * ,,. - ' - « - ' * » ( r w > i d < ) -
J */.pn,««» sin
2 </r + xf,Pn,u(\li) -c \J o / 
- S - - ' " 1 - * / * ( » ) 9 
for |M| 2: rufeM and n = 1, 2 , . . . . Since Xf,Pn,u and sin are 2n — periodic functions, 
it follows from (2.23) that 
<124) */.*..-(-) - ^/.-..-(O) = 2<1 - c"1 rf;» §). 
YP-i ^-TT-T-2* 
VJo sin2^ + xtm+J&) - c) 
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for arbitrary / e M , |M| = rx and n = 1, 2 , . . . . Hence we shall show that for any 
e > 0 there exists r2 > rx such that 
Ґ 2 (2-25) j o 
* diД 
r < є s i n 2 ^ + xftPníU(ф) - c 
provided |M| = r2,feM and n = 1, 2 , . . . . Let e > 0 be arbitrary but fixed. There 
exist t\ > 0 and ix > £0 such that 
(2.26) f — d* < f id^ < i 
J{*e(0,2n);|cos*|<t} S * n ^ + X / ,P„,uW "~ C J {^e(0,2«); jcoŝ J <t} c 2 
for |M| = rlf / e M , n = 1,2,..., and 
(2.27) , 2 r i ( C l ) - c ^ l _ : 
e 
Thus for ^ e(0 , 27t) such that |cos ^| =t >,, for |M| = rt with dftPn(u) = rj"
1^ and 
for n = 1, 2 , . . . we have sin2 \\f + XftPnyU(^) - c __ */
2 Vi(^i) - c a n d hence 
(2.28) f * - < ^ — . 
J<*K0.2-).<|.-*|£-}
 Sin2 * + */.«..•(*) ~ C ^ 7l(£l) - C 
Let r2 _ rt be such that dftPn(u) = J ;
- 1 ^ for n = 1, 2, ..., j e M and |u| _ r2. 
The relations (2.25)-(2.28) imply 
I 
2 * di/í r < e 
SІП2 ÿ + */,Лl.ytøO - C 
for arbitrary n = 1, 2, . . . , / G M and |M| = r2, which together with (2.24) and (2.22) 
implies: 
For an arbitrary K > 0 there exists r2 > 0 such that 
$f,Pn(u) > K for / e M , n = 1, 2 , . . . , and |M| = r2 . 
Now it is easy to see that to complete the proof it is sufficient to show that 
lim $f,Pn(u) -= &f,p(u) for each |M| = r0 a n d / e M. This fact follows from Lemma 5 
n-*oo 
for if |M| ^ r09feM then the mapping 
[*> P] ^ *>,*('> M) 
is continuous and non-vanishing on J x LX(J) and thus (with respect to the assertion 
of Lemma 5) the mapping 
P ^*f,p(u) 
is continuous on Lt(J). 
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Lemma 7. Let Q > r0. Denote 
K(Q) _ sup {Df<p(u); feM, peLt(J), \\p\\Ll(jy < Q, ueR2, r0 g |w| = Q} 
and y2(o) = max {y2(s); \s\ = K(Q)}. Then 
*Y.P(") = - + h(d) + m+ \ \p(s)\ ds 
provided feM, r0 ^ |u| ^ Q, j 0 \p(s)\ ds < Q. 
Proof. Let p„ e C(J) be such that lim \\p„ — p\\ = 0. Let the notation introduced 
in (2.20) be observed. Then "~>0° 
«/.*..-('» 9) ~ r/Lui1) V»(<) cos <p <. 
= 1 + Viidfju) |cos , | ) + -HL- + -M^L = 
rf/.J") «/.*.(«) 
_ 1 + f2(c) + ft + M t ) | • 
Comparing the differential equation (2.20) with the initial problem 
C / ^ i O = i + y2(<?) + m + \Pn(t)\ 
C/.P„.B(0) = V/.-,,-(0) 
we conclude 
1 + Ho) + m+ j)Pn(t)\ dt = C/>p„,„(l) - Cf,„„M = 
= <P/.Pn.«(l) - 9f.PnJf>) = * / . » • 
Letting n tend to infinity we obtain our assertion. 
3. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
Let p e LX(J) be fixed. Let a, b, c, d be real numbers and consider the boundary 
value problem 
(3-1)/ At)+f(x(t)) = p(t), 
ax(0) + bx'(0) = 0 , cx(l) + dx'(l) - 0, 
where feM. 
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We shall suppose that both vectors cot = [a9 b], co2 = [c, d] are nonzero (in 
the other cases the existence of (3.1^ a solution of in the sense of Caratheodory is 
obvious). Let i//l9il/2eR1 satisfy 
cot = \cot\ [cos $l9 —sin i/^] , co2 = |co2| [cos ij/2, —sin \j/2~]. 
It is easy to see that the set of all solutions (in the sense of Caratheodory) of the 
boundary value problem (3A)r equals to the set of all solutions x(t) of the initial 
problem 
(3.2), x"(t)+f(x(t)) = p(t), 
[x(0)9 x'(Q)~\ = u = \u\ [cos <pl9 -sin cpt\ 
such that (VffP(t, u) is defined by the relation (2.7)) 
vf.p(l> u) = \vfAl> u)\ [cos Qi> ~ s i n ^2] , 
where cpl9 cp2 satisfy the relations 
<Pi * ^1 + (2"i + 1) \ cp2 = tfr2 + (2n2 + 1) ^ 
for some integers nl9n2. 
Let r0 be a positive number defined above Lemma 6. 
Lemma 8. There exists a positive integer n0 with the following property: For 
each n ^ n0 and feM there exists snf ^ r0 such that if feM then (3.l)f has 
a solution xnfp (in the sense of Caratheodory) with 
lXn,f,p(0), </,,(<>)] = Sn,f COS U± + ^J , -SI* Ux + 0 1 = USnJ 
and it is $f,p(uSntf) = ^i — ^2 +
 nn> n ^ H0, f
e M. 
Proof. Set us = s f c o s ^ + ^7r), — s i n ^ + in)]. The function s H> $fp(us) 
is defined and continuous on <r0, 00) and it is 
VfA, «.) = W/AU «.)| [cos (*. + ^ + */>p(«.)) , -sin (*. + ^ + * , > , ) ) ] • 
This means (with respect to the note before Lemma) that any us for which $ftP(us) = 
= ij/1 — il/2 + nn (n is an integer) defines a solution in the sense of Caratheodory 
of the boundary value problem (2.29)̂ .. 
Let n0 be such an integer that $ftP(uro) < \fr1 — ^2 +
 non f° r e a ch / e M (this 
is possible according to Lemma 7). Since lim ®ftP(us) = 00 uniformly with respect 
S-+00 
to feM, for each n = n0 and / e M there exists w5nf/ such that 
0f,p(usn,f) = ^1 ~ ^2 + «TT . 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let n0 be the positive integer the existence of which is 
guaranteed by Lemma 8. Let n ^ n0 be fixed. Then for each gh defined by (2.1) 
there exists a solution xntQhtP of (229)gh satisfying 
[xn,gh,P(0), <*,,p(0)] = uSnt9h, 
*0h,p(usn,gh) = ^ - 1A2 + ™ . 
With respect to the assertion of Lemma 7 the set {«Sn,Jiie(o,i) 1s bounded. Now from 
Remark 1 it follows that {xntghtP}he(0tl) is a bounded set in the space C
X(J). Thus 
there exists a sequence hk \ 0 such that 
*fc = xn,ghk,P -*
 x i n C(J) 
and 
uk = usn,9hk •+* in R2 . 
Moreover, the functions s i-> ghk(xk(s)) are bounded independently of k = 1, 2, . . . 
and lim ghk(xk(s)) = g(x(s)) for each s e / . If in the relation 
fc-00 
**(0 = [wi]fc + ^[«2]k + J (t- s) (p(s) - ghk(xk(s))) ds 
k tends to infinity we obtain (using Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem) 
that x e CX(J) and this verifies (1.2) with a = 0 and I = J. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
4. PERIODIC PROBLEM 
If K c RN is a compact set denote by G^K) the unbounded component of the 
et RN \ K. 
Lemma 9. Let F : RN -+ RN be a continuous mapping defined on RN. Let 501 be 
a compact subset of RN. Suppose 
a) 0 $ 9K, 
0 ) 0 ^ ( 5 0 1 ) , 
c) for each u e SCR it is 
("»") 
where (...) denotes the usual inner product in RN. 
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Then there exists at least one point x0 e RN such that F(x0) = x0. 
(Note that from the assumption b) it immediately follows that 9M is nonempty.) 
Proof. Let us denote 
fflt^IiieW; F(u)=^^u9 (F(u)9 u) * (u, u)\, 
I (u, u) J 
9K2 = {ue9K; F(u) = ® ^ u , (F(u), u) ^ (u, u)l . 
If 9$! n 9W2 # 0 then F has clearly a fixed point in 9Jt. Hence let us suppose that 
min
<m2 = 0. 
First let us show that 0 £ G «>($)?,•) at least for one j = 1,2. Indeed, let U be such 
a component of the set RN \ SCR which contains 0. Since 317 c StR, 31/ = if x u H2, 
where H, = 3C7 n 5W,, j = 1, 2. If 0 e G00(9«J.) (j = 1, 2) then 0 e G^Hj) (j = 1, 2) 
and hence there exist continuous functions v3 on J with values in .RN such that Vj(0) = 
= 0, vtj(t) £ Hj for t e J and |tf,(l)| > sup {|u|; u e 2R} (I = 1, 2) and, moreover, 
t?x(l) = t?2(l) = v. Let us define a function h from J x dU into JR^ \ {0} by 
(u - v2(t) 
teJ9 ueH1 
teJ9 ue H2 . 
Then fc is a homotopy in .RN \ {0} between the identity mapping E and the mapping 
E — v and hence by the well-known theorem from the theory of Brouwer's topological 
degree (see e.g. [1]) it is d(E9 U9 0) = d(E — v9 U9 0) = 0 which is a contradiction 
with the assumption 0 $ G^SW). Let us suppose for the sake fo brevity that 0 $ 
$ Gj^i) (the other case may be proved in the same way). Let V be a component 
of the set RN \ $Jli for which 0 e V. Let us define the mapping h1 from J x dV into 
**\{0} by 
ht(t9 u) = tu - (1 -t)(u-F(u)). 
It is easy to see that hx is a homotopy in £# \ {0} between the mappings E and 
F - £ and hence d(F - E9 V9 0) = d(E9 V9 0) = 1. Since Brouwer's degree of the 
mapping F — £ is nonzero there exists u0 e Vsuch that F(u0) = u0. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let g satisfy locally the Lipschitz condition. Let us denote 
by F the mapping from R2 into R2 defined by F(u) = Vgp(l9 u). The mapping F is 
continuous on JR2. Since lim $g>p(u) = + oo there exists Q > r0 such that 
| t t | - 0 0 
inf { # , » ; M = e} - S UP { * # » ; M = ro} = 2* • 
Further let us set 
9K = {«€i?2;r0š|„|áe and F(«) = í ^ f U . 
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It is clear that 5KR is a compact subset of R2 and the assumptions a) and c) of Lemma 9 
are satisfied. Let us show that 0 $ GjWt). Let v be an arbitrary continuous function 
from J into R2 such that v(0) = 0 and |i>(l)| > Q. Let us set fx = sup {t e J; 
KOI = ro}' f2 = inf {reJ ; t > tl9 \v(t)\ = Q}. Then for t e <fl5 f2> it is r0 ^ 
^ |v(t)| ^ Q. The function f i-> <Pgp(v(t)) is continuous on <*!, t2}, <Pg>p(v(t2)) — 
— ^,p(t^(^i)) = 2n and hence there exists t0 e (tu f2>
 ai1d a n integer n0 such that 
^ .PCK'O) ) = 27rn0. If v(t0) = |v(f0)| [cos cp0, - s in <p0~\\ then F(i,(f0)) = |*M*o)| • 
. [cos((?0 - *9Jv(t0)))9 -sm((p0 - ^ > ( r 0 ) ) ) ] = \F(v(t0))\ HtoT
1 K'o) and so 
v(t0) e Wl. 
Thus every continuous curve connecting 0 and a point outside of 9K with the norm 
at least Q intersects the set 501. This fact implies 0 £ G^SD?). 
According to the assertion of Lemma 9, the mapping F has at least one fixed point 
which proves Theorem 2 in the case of locally lipschitzian function g. If g is a conti-
nuous function we can use the same procedure as in the end of Section 3. 
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